Making Cities Safe for Pedestrians and Cyclists

In 2008, wildfires in Butte County, California led to the evacuation of 9,000 people from the town of Paradise. Fortunately, firefighters saved the town from any damage, but severe delays during the evacuation led a grand jury to warn that Butte County needed to upgrade evacuation routes, which then consisted of three two-lane roads and a four-lane road.

Instead, prompted by a state grant, officials put the four-lane road on a “road diet,” reducing it to two lanes of travel. Obstacles known as “traffic calming measures” were installed throughout the town, including bump-outs, center medians, and extended sidewalks.

These measures were taken in the name of safety but they were far from safe. When the Camp Fire obliterated the town in 2018, many people were unable to evacuate due to congestion. Eighty-six people died, some of them in their cars as they tried to flee.

Despite experiences like this, more than 1,500 American jurisdictions, ranging from New York and Los Angeles to small towns like Waverly, Iowa, are using road diets and similar measures that reduce the capacity of streets to move traffic. It’s all in the name of “vision zero,” a planning fad that claims slowing traffic will reduce fatalities. In fact, it is increasing them.

Advocates promote these policies using highly deceptive rhetoric. A recent op-ed in the New York Times started by calling cars “death machines.” It selectively cited data to make it appear that pedestrian fatalities are rapidly growing when in fact they are declining. It tugged on readers’ heart strings by citing individual cases of young children killed by cars when in fact the number of young children killed as pedestrians or cyclists declined even during the years when overall fatalities were increasing. It concluded with a series of prescriptions that would actually do more harm than good but with the clear implication: anyone who doesn’t support those policies must want to kill little children.

Vision zero, road diets, complete streets, and traffic calming are all comfortable-sounding terms whose real effects are focused on attempting to discourage people from driving by slowing speeds and increasing congestion. Before assuming that these practices make sense, it is important to look carefully at recent accident data.

Traffic Safety Trends

Thirty-six people died in motor vehicle accidents in 1900, a number that sadly but steadily increased to more than 55,000 in 1969. While the number increased, the fatality rate per billion vehicle miles of travel declined from 453 in 1909 to 52 in 1969.

Both highway and automobile safety improved after 1960 so that both the rate and the number of fatalities declined, with fatalities reaching 39,250 (17.5 per billion vehicle miles) in 1992. Fatalities hovered around 40,000 for the next 15 years, then suddenly dropped over several years, falling below 33,000 (11.0 per billion vehicle miles) in 2010.

This large drop appears to be related to the drop in vehicle-miles traveled that took place after the 2008 financial crash. Between 2008 and 2017, the correlation between total vehicle-miles traveled and total vehicle fatalities was 0.71. While that decline was only by a couple of percent, it somehow saved several thousand lives.

Vehicle-miles traveled started climbing again in 2012 and so did traffic fatalities. The fatality rate continued to decline so total fatalities never reached the pre-crash
number of 41,000. However, they did go back up to almost 38,000 in 2016 before declining again in 2017 and (based on preliminary data) 2018.

Understanding the decline in fatalities after 2007 and the growth between 2014 and 2016 is key to finding ways to make roads safer.

Recent pedestrian and cycling fatalities followed a similar pattern, declining until around 2010, then increasing until 2016, then declining again in 2017. This may be even more closely related to vehicle-miles traveled, as from 2008 to 2017 the correlation between vehicle-miles traveled and pedestrian and cycling fatalities was 0.95.

The strong correlation between vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) and pedestrian/cyclist fatalities suggests that relieving congestion can be more effective at making streets safe than making them more congested.

No one is really sure why a small decline in driving led to a large decline in fatalities, and vice versa, but I can’t help but think it has something to do with the reduction in congestion that resulted from lower employment rates during the recession. This conversely means that an increase in road capacities could similarly reduce congestion and make roads safer.

Every traffic death is a tragedy and no one can argue with the goal of vision zero, which is to reduce such deaths to zero. The question is: what is the best way to move towards that goal? To help answer that question,

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has developed the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS). This provides information on the times of day, locations of accidents, the ages of the victims, and the factors contributing to the accidents.

Pedestrian fatalities bottomed out in 2009 and then increased to 2016. A close look at the data reveals that almost all of the increase was at non-intersections; in other words, people crossing streets without the safeguard of crosswalks. While fatalities at intersections grew by 8 percent, fatalities between intersections grew by 39 percent.

Millennials and Baby Boomers suffered most of the increase in fatalities between 2010 and 2016.

Second, nearly all of the increase in fatalities was among people over the age of 25. Fatalities declined for children under the age of 10. The biggest increase was for people between the ages of 55 and 64, followed by people between the ages of 25 and 34.

Most of the increase in pedestrian fatalities happened at night.

Third, most of the increase took place in the dark. During the nine hours from 9 am and 6 pm, fatalities grew by 268. That’s less than the growth during three-hour periods between 6 pm and 9 pm (546), 9 pm and midnight (482), and 3 am and 6 am (270). While the 6 pm to 9 pm period would be daylight in part of the year, it is likely that much of the increase in fatalities took place in darkness or twilight.

FARS also reports the factors that were involved in
suggests that educating people to wear reflective clothing and lights when walking and cycling at night can save more lives than narrowing streets, a popular technique that actually makes them more dangerous for bicycles.

Another factor is the increase in bicycle use. According to the American Community Survey, the number of people cycling to work grew by 18 percent between 2010 and 2016, but declined by 3 percent in 2017. If that's a viable proxy for the total amount of cycling, it seems likely that some of the increase in cycling fatalities between 2010 and 2016 and some of the decrease between 2016 and 2017 was related to changes in the amount of cycling. Similarly, people walking to work grew by 8 percent between 2010 and 2016 and declined by 1 percent in 2017, which may have contributed to changes in pedestrian fatalities.

Do Road Diets Work?

Overtly, road diets and similar strategies aim to make streets safer for pedestrians and cyclists by slowing motor vehicle traffic. But merely slowing traffic doesn't guarantee fewer accidents. In the 1950s, most major cities found that they could speed traffic and relieve congestion while also making streets safer for pedestrians by converting two-way streets to one-way streets. Despite faster speeds, such streets were significantly safer because pedestrians only had to look one way before crossing streets.

Recently, as a part of vision-zero-like programs, many cities have converted one-way streets back to two-way operation. The result was an increase in accidents. Denver, for example, had a 37 percent increase in accidents after converting several one-way streets to two ways, which the city traffic engineer said he “expected.” Similarly, Indianapolis found a 33 percent increase and Lubbock a 25 percent increase despite a 12 percent decline in traffic. Advocates will say that the accidents at slower speeds aren’t as severe, but Lubbock reported a 34 percent increase in property damage from its 25 percent increase in accidents.

Another road diet plan converts automobile lanes to bicycle lanes. Los Angeles did this for a 1.8-mile stretch of Venice Boulevard. To further protect bicyclists, the bike route was placed in what had previously been the parking strip while parking was moved to an interior lane, separating the bicycles from the auto traffic. This also meant that bicycles couldn’t be seen by auto drivers, leading to a huge increase in accidents in which the autos were turning right or left at intersections into cyclists they didn’t see.

Nevertheless, these and other cities have continued to convert one-way streets to two-ways and reduce lanes of traffic open to cars. This suggests that the real goal of these types of programs isn’t safety but reducing driving by reducing the automobile’s competitive advantages over transit, cycling, and walking.

“It’s too easy to drive” in Los Angeles, says Phillip Washington, the CEO of the Los Angeles Metro transit
agency (and someone who apparently hasn’t driven much in Los Angeles). Getting more people onto transit means “making driving harder,” which he proposes to do by converting auto lanes to bus lanes.

“Every bus in this country deserves its own lane,” proclaims Curbed, which considers bus lanes to be a part of a “climate strategy.” Since buses operate on nearly all four- and six-lane streets in major urban areas, this means turning over between a third and a half of arterials and collector lanes to buses. Yet buses carry only 0.5 percent of all passenger miles, and when measured per passenger mile they emit an average of 50 percent more greenhouse gases than the average car and 35 percent more than the average truck. A truly serious climate strategy would replace those buses with fuel-efficient automobiles.

The problem with attempting to discourage driving by slowing traffic is that it will lead to a large increase in total premature fatalities. Americans suffer about ten times as many out-of-hospital sudden cardiac arrests each year as they do fatal automobile accidents, and nearly 90 percent of those cardiac arrests are fatal. Studies show better than a 60 percent survival rate if emergency medical services make it for five minutes, the survival rate falls to around 33 percent.

Saving Lives While Improving Traffic Flows

Advocates of vision zero, road diets, and similar policies would have you believe that there is a necessary trade-off between safety and efficient operating of vehicles on city streets. In fact, with good design, cities can improve both. Unfortunately, most of the practices promoted by the vision-zero people are bad designs that make both worse.

There are many ways of making roads safer that don’t require increasing congestion. Here are a few techniques, most of which have been supported by studies showing they increase safety without impeding and in many cases improving traffic flows. Some of the numbers cited here come from a Federal Highway Administration report that, regrettably, also endorses road diets because it doesn’t consider the negative effects of such policies on emergency services. The rest of the numbers in the report seem realistic.

- **One-way streets**, as noted above, both alleviate congestion and make streets safer for both auto users and pedestrians, reducing accidents by 25 to 35 percent. Any city that wants to convert one-way streets back to two-way operation does not have its residents’ safety at heart.

- **Coordinating traffic signals** can make street measurably safer, reducing severe collisions and red-light running. I’m prejudiced here as a cyclist I was once hit by a driver who ran a red light on a cross-street whose lights were once coordinated but had become uncoordinated due to city neglect. I am pretty sure he wouldn’t have run the red light if the lights were coordinated.

- **Left-turn lanes** can reduce left-turn accidents by 28 to 48 percent, while **right-turn lanes** can reduce accidents by 14 to 26 percent. Both also smooth traffic flows, especially if they are a part of a coordinated traffic signal program. Unfortunately, much road dieting involves removing either or both right-turn and left-turn lanes.

- **Proper yellow-light intervals**, which often means longer than current intervals, can greatly reduce red-light running and reduce injury crashes by 12 percent.

- **Radar speed signs** can significantly increase the share of vehicles obeying speed limits, even many months
after their installation. Such signs don’t slow traffic below existing speed limits, but cars exceeding such limits are the number one factor in fatal crashes, according to FARS.

- **Bicycle boulevards** can provide safe routes for cyclists without impeding traffic on major arterials and collectors. A typical bicycle boulevard modifies a local street that parallels an arterial or collector by removing stop signs and other barriers to efficient cycling while adding a few chicanes or other barriers to discourage through auto traffic while still allowing local auto access. Whereas bike lanes on busy streets only give an illusion of safety that may encourage risky behavior, a study of Berkeley bicycle boulevards found that they truly reduced accidents by 50 to 88 percent.

- **Roundabouts** are significantly safer than ordinary intersections, reducing severe crashes by around 80 percent. However, to avoid impeding traffic, such circles must be built large enough to handle peak traffic flows.

- Other innovative intersections include the **diverging diamond interchange** and the **Dutch cycle junction** can make roads safer for autos and, in the latter case, cyclists while improving traffic flows.

- **New limited-access freeways** are typically the safest roads in any city. According to one estimate, for example, the Interstate Highway System saves more than 5,000 lives per year by drawing traffic away from more dangerous roads and streets. Efforts by anti-auto groups to stop highway construction have no doubt contributed to many traffic deaths that could have been avoided if people were driving on new roads.

While these improvements are supported by past studies, many of the things advocated in the name of vision zero are either untried or have already been proven to do more harm than good. Before widespread adoption of any untried measures, city and state transportation agencies should do careful before-and-after or with-and-without studies. Instead of attempting to make travel safer by making it slower and less efficient, the goal should be to make it both safer and more efficient at the same time.
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